Multidiscipliary Performance Task (MDPT) Sample GUIDE
This guide was created to explain the MDPT Sample resources, which were created by Kansas educators who are
experts in writing instruction. It provides explanations of each section within the MDPT Sample grid. Embedded
within the explanations are reminders related to the format of the MDPT.
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GRADE LEVEL, TOPIC, ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
The grade level and focus topic are indicated here.

We have provided 1-3 possible “Essential
Questions” in our samples, in the event that
teachers wish to use these samples for
instructional purposes.
Note: The Multidisciplinary Performance Task
students will encounter during the assessment will
not include essential questions.
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RESOURCES

We have provided a set of resources SIMILAR to those
students might see on the MDPT in that they are:
1) organized around a single topic.
2) represent different types of texts.
3) represent texts students might encounter at their
grade level.
The resource sets provided MAY DIFFER from the
resource sets students will encounter during the
Multidisciplinary Performance Task in that:
1) For some grades, we have provided a greater
number of resources than students will
interact with during the MDPT.
2) For some grades, there are links to resources,
which may be accessed by either students or
teachers, and if necessary, printed out for
student use. For other grades, titles of the
resources are provided and they are included
as documents following the sample grid of
guiding questions, prompts, and reminders.
3) Some MDPT Sample resources contain more
words than the word limits specified for the
MDPT, so teachers may wish to excerpt them
to fit within the MDPT text guidelines. (All 23 texts for grades 3-5 will total approximately
750 words. All 2-3 texts for grades 6-8 will
total approximately 1000 words.)
Note: For MDPT Samples in which more than 2-3
resources are provided, teachers are encouraged to read all
MDPT Sample resources, and then select 2-3 for use with
students. We recommend that teachers select resources for
students that differ in format from the texts students are
being prompted to create.
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GRID ORGANIZATION
Since students will be asked to write one of three types
of texts for the MDPT, we have provided the
following for each text type:
1) Guiding questions,
2) Prompts, and
3) A set of “Reminders” aligned to the
MDPT scoring rubrics.

Text types are listed in the far left column.
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GUIDING QUESTIONS

Each Sample MDPT has a set of guiding questions
similar to what students will encounter during the
assessment. The guiding questions are intended to
provide students “a reason to read” during Activity 1,
since students will not see the writing prompts until
the beginning of Activity 2.
The guiding questions are written specifically for each
prompt, and are intended to help students recognize
aspects of the resources that will be helpful in
answering the prompt.
During Activity 1, students will have the opportunity
to make notes about the resources. It is not a
requirement that students answer the guiding
questions, and students’ notes will not be scored.
However, it is recommended that students use the
guiding questions to help shape their thinking about
the resources.
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PROMPTS

The MDPT Sample prompts are written specifically for
each text type, and show the kind of prompts students
might encounter during the assessment.
Students will receive their prompt at the beginning of
Activity 2, and will be able to use any notes they made
during Activity 1 to inform their writing during
Activity 2.
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REMINDERS

The MDPT in KITE will not display the scoring rubric
for the task.
Therefore, a list of “reminders” will be provided in
KITE during the assessment. The reminders are
written in student-friendly terms, and are aligned with
the performance level 4 rubric descriptors.
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POTENTIAL USES
Teachers are welcome to use these samples for instructional purposes. For example:

A fourth-grade teacher could elect to weave the sample
topic and essential questions into his/her instruction…

…then use the resources provided in the sample, OR
select 2-3 of the listed resources (if the sample includes
more resources and the teacher wishes to provide
students a writing experience more similar to the
MDPT).

A teacher could then use the guiding questions,
prompt, and reminders provided within the sample to
create a writing experience for students.

We also encourage teachers to simply use the format of the samples to create writing experiences tailored to their students using existing course curricula.
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